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CONSTANTIN BRÂNCOVEANU AND THE BYZANTINE EPINOIA 

Adriana Cîteia1 

Abstract: In the Christian tradition the martyric model was a stimulus of the 
spiritual life, it has ensured the cohesion of the Christian community, and was the source of 
a lifestyle inspired by Christ the Savior, Apostles and Saints, and the source of a modality 
of considering and understanding one’s relation with himself and with the others - epinoia. 
In the Christian thinking, epinoia is closely related to makrothymia, a neotestamentary 
noun which designates the Christian virtues: forgiveness, kindness, humbleness, and 
depicts the Christian’s attitude to the world, the ability to endure any trial not with 
resignation, yet with hope. The decline of Byzantium- parakme was motivated by the 
mentality of the Turks, sins of the Christians and punishment of God. Ducas thus explains 
the elements defining the Byzantine epinoia. Epinoia – the Byzantine mentality thus 
maintains, throughout the centuries, its neotestamentary meaning, of traditional way of 
thinking, political and religious attitude funded on the Christian identity. 

 
Keywords: epinoia, attitude, identity, community, makrothymia, parepidemia, 

optimism, mentality, parakme, punishment. 
 
 
 

Assuming of the Martyrdom  
a. Neotestamentary Roots  

 
In the Christian tradition the martyric model was a stimulus of the spiritual life; it 
has ensured the cohesion of the Christian community, and was the source of a 
lifestyle inspired by Christ the Savior, the Apostles and Saints, and the source of a 
modality of considering and understanding one’s relation with himself and with the 
others - epinoia2. In the Christian thinking, epinoia is closely related to 
makrothymia, a neotestamentary noun3 which designates the Christian virtues: 
forgiveness, kindness, humbleness, and depicts the Christian’s attitude to the 
world, the ability to endure any trial not with resignation, yet with hope4. 

Assuming the martyric act is a fundamental element of Christian 
parepidemic identity, it is a form of expressing the eschatological optimism 
characteristic to the Christian mentality: 
Ephesians 4, 17; I Corinthians 4, 16: “Therefore I urge you to be imitators of me as 
I also am of Christ”. 
Ephesians, 5, 1: “Be imitators of God, therefore, as dearly loved children”. 

                                                           
1 „Ovidius” University of Constanţa. 
2 Acts of the Apostles, 8, 22. 
3 Romans 2,4; 9, 22; II Cor. 6, 6; Gal. 5, 22; Efes. 4, 2; Col. 1, 11; 3, 12, etc. 
4 Col. 1, 11; II Cor. 6, 4-7. 
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II Thessalonians, 3, 7: “For you yourselves know how you ought to follow our 
example”. 
Hebrews, 13, 7: „Follow the faith”. 
Philippians, 3, 17: “Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take 
note of those who live according to the pattern we gave you”. 
 

b. Byzantine theological and political fundaments (Cîteia 2014, 142-147) 
 
The Byzantine apocalyptic literature has described the distressing image of 

the Christian land invaded by the tribes of Ismael. The people of God will yet find 
its salvation together with the Parousia. The Islamic aggression was thus given a 
psychagogic role: that of opening the way to God’s kingdom. The victories of 
Islam are transitory and have the role to bring back in the hearts of Christians the 
fear of God and the trust in Divine justice. In this type of literature reside a 
parenetic intention and also a feeling of numinous (Rudolf, passim) - of fear 
determined by the Divine immanence. 

Significant in this effect is a paragraph from the Turkish-Byzantine History 
of Ducas (XXIII, 8) (Ducas 175). The chronicler presents the “ancient mentality of 
the Turks”- which, like no other people, have had only victories. The author’s 
explanation does not cross the theological border: the victories of the Turks will 
not cease until the Christians will receive in their hearts the fear of God. The fear 
of committing a sin and the fear from the punishment is constantly present with 
Ducas: “For we sin against divinity... and this is why we were left at the will of 
those that know no God and we are rightfully punished by them, since good and 
right is the decision of God.”  

Thus, the decline of Byzantium- parakme was motivated by the mentality 
of the Turks, sins of the Christians and punishment of God. Ducas thus explains the 
elements defining the Byzantine epinoia. Otherwise, Ducas uses the image of the 
Babylonian slavery to evoke the spirit state of the Byzantines faced to Turkish 
army (XXXVII, 9). To describe the fall of Constantinople he chooses the old 
literary technique of centone, the model being represented by Lamentations of 
Jeremiah (XLI; 3-4). Paragraph XXXVIII, 10 overlaps the image of the “Latin 
apocalypse” on the image of the “Ottoman apocalypse”. Between the Turkish 
turban and the Latin tiara the Constantinople hopeless people seem to prefer the 
Latins which “pronounce Christ’s name and that of the Mother of the Lord”, while 
the grand duke declares that “it is better for him to know that in the middle of the 
city rules the Turkish turban” (XXXVI, 10). At the end of its history the Byzantium 
was defining its hereditary enemies.  

Laonic Chalcocondil (Expuneri VII, 231) reminds about a prophecy known 
around Constantinople: “Once the enemies would have entered the city up the 
Taurus plaza, closely following the city people and forcing them to return to the 
battle, they will be evicted by the people, who will keep the city”. 

The chronicler was convinced that the prophecies of the Sybil were true 
and believed in the prophetic qualities of Basileum Leon the 6th the Philosopher 
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(886-912), the author of a list of emperors ending with John the 8th Palaiologos 
(Expuneri VII, 236)5. 

 
 Constantin Brâncoveanu and the Byzantine epinoia  

 
Just like Constantine Porfirogenetos, Brâncoveanu was accepted “with 

great difficulty to take over the yoke of governance” (Iorga 174-175), considering 
himself as “unworthy” (Pippidi 329). The Christian humbleness, the “dreadful 
times of battle” mentioned in the inscription from the Royal Church in Târgovişte, 
yet also the conformation to the Byzantine model have determined Brâncoveanu 
not to accept rulership right away. “Uncertain and troubled times”, “poor country 
subject to extinction in case the Tatars attack” (Iorga 174-175; Pippidi 330) are 
political formulas which remind of the atmosphere in the byzantine chronicles of 
the 13th to 15th century. 
 The treaties with Russia, as a continuation of the Cantacuzian tradition, the 
right to asylum on Russian territory, the fear of the offensive of the “Jesuit 
papists”, and also the taxes to Sinai, according to the model of emperor Justinian 
express the post-Byzantine political and religious mentality (Pippidi, 333-336).  

In 1709, in the context of the perspective of the Russian – Ottoman war, 
Brâncoveanu promised support to Peter the Great, but he did not help Russia 
openly (Mantran 263-264). Yet the opponents were very numerous: Mavrocordat 
wanted the throne of Ţara Românească, the French diplomacy was hostile to him, 
and the Cantacuzino family denounced his secret mailing to Vienna. In March 
1714 he was dethroned. Afterwards followed the martyrdom from Istanbul. 
 Epinoia – the Byzantine mentality thus maintains, throughout the 
centuries, its neotestamentary meaning6, of traditional way of thinking, political 
and religious attitude funded on the Christian identity. 
 The main accusation was the nakz-i’ ahd – alliance with the unbelieving 
enemies of the Ottoman Porte, and which has legitimized the dethroning and 
killing of the ruler (Panaite, 362). In the 17th to 18th centuries signing alliances with 
Hungary, Poland, the Habsburg Empire or Russia were against the statute of 
muahidin (people of the pact) still kept by the Romanians (Panaite, 364). The 
dethroning (azl), the killing (katl) were sanctions applied to rulers suspected of 
breaching a ahd ratified with the sultan (Bogdan Lăpuşneanu, Mihnea the 2nd the 
Turcit) (Panaite 375-376).  

In case of death condemnation the sultan’s dictation was legally and 
religiously justified by a fetvâ issued by the muftiu, motivated, on its turn, by the 
principles of the şeriat. The katl- the murdering of Constantin Brâncoveanu was 
considered compulsory by Imam Mahmud Efendi, any delay in enforcing the 
punishment being considered a great sin (Panaite 377). 

The apodemia of the border between Christians and Muslims, between dar 
ul Islam and dar ul keferî was the result of some political constructions, yet also of 

                                                           
5 The fragment is part of the prophets series ex eventu. 
6 Acts of the Apostles, 8, 22. 
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the religious identity. In the text of the Koran is used the term of ummah to 
designate the community of the believers in a local meaning, and also in a 
universal meaning, of the dar ul Islam, the House of Islam. According to the Koran 
and to the Islam tradition the term makes reference at the same time to the 
followers of the monotheist religions – ahl al kitab, Christian and Hebrews, and 
sometimes it designates the entire human community (Panaite 377). In a strict 
meaning, ummah refers to the Islamic community in its concrete and abstract 
dimension defined by Muhammad. In this case the distinctions between 
“civilization”- the concept of hadari means, in the literature of Ibn Haldun “to be 
civilized”, and “barbaricum”, the nomad noncivilized world, depicted in the same 
source with the noun badawi (Ahmad 123-125), are marked. 
 The Islamic religion has a pronounced societal dimension. The Koran and 
the tradition – hadith propose to guide society according to the revealed ethical 
lines, the purpose being an eschatological one. To this effect, ummah gains a 
universal dimension, all people being considered potential members of the House 
of Islam. In the Islamic social theory ummah is the result of a psychological, 
ideological and military consent. The psychological consent implies assuming the 
religious identity and implicitly the reformation of personality by the interior jihad; 
the ideological consent implies the process of conversion to Islam or of accepting 
the free expression of belief within the non-Muslim territories – dar ul harb, and 
the military consent implies the need of continuous and progressive communication 
of revealed ideas through da’ wa – invitation to adhesion, or by the exterior jihad. 

The Koran lines set a first classification of beliefs which condition also the 
political attitude towards their followers:  

a. jahiliya (ignorance) term used for the Arad polytheism, 
b. ahl al kitab (people of the books), with reference to the Zoroastrians, 

Jews, and Christians (Koran, 610-650). 
People of the books are called to accept the Koranic message for which they 
already have the needed knowledge offered by the Tawrat (Torah) and Injil 
(Gospel). 

The Koranic vocabulary has also imposed the difference between shirk, 
ishrak (associationism), followers of the associationist polytheism being named 
mushrikun, and hanif (the system of monotheist beliefs). Al-mushrikuna defines the 
political and religious opposition to the Muslim community and its leader 
(Waardenburg 3-5), as opposition to the divine unity and uniqueness (tawhid).  

After the 7th century the, non-Muslims were generically called Kufr – non-
believers. Unlike the polytheists and atheists, which had to accept the invitation to 
adhesion to Islam together with all political consequences, people of the books 
could continue the religious tradition in the dar al Islam, in case they obeyed to the 
Muslim political authority. People of the books have received the statute of dhimmi 
(non-Muslim protégées), statue refused to the mushrikun category (Waardenburg 
18-20). Yet the Islamic law makes a subtle distinction between two categories of 
dhimmi:  

-anwi- subjects by violent constraint, and  
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-sulhi- subjects by their own will, which enjoyed extended rights (Filoramo 
217). 
 The reproof brought to Christians was of a docetic nature; Islam did not 
accept the Christogenesis and the parthenogenesis, and has refused the idea of a 
mediation between Divinity and humanity. In the Islamic sense (which does not 
notice the doctrine differences between Orient and Occident) the term of 
“Christian” identifies a group of followers of an incorrect doctrine system from the 
perspective of the kalam (Corbin 131-153). In consequence the Christians were 
seen either as dhimmis – minority in the real and virtual Muslim territory, or as 
political enemies placed in the dar ahl harbî (Brusanowski 81-102).  

The Islam operates with collective identities defined on the community-
divinity axis, point in which is obvious the distinction from the Christian thinking 
according to which the parepidemic identity is a hypostasis of the individualism 
centered on the self-divinity axis and which does not contradict with the hypostases 
of the collective identity. 

In this historical context the Nakz-i’ahd has a double signification:  
- of denial of the subjection state and implicitly of ahd violation,  
- of exit from the House of Treaties and entrance to the House of War, 

decision considered as disrespectful to the Muslim tolerance manifested by the 
statute of dhimma that was offered. 

 
The issue of martyrdom in Christianism and Islam 

 
In Christianism, the image on martyrdom was built staring from two 

sources: 
- hypogrammos (I Peter 2, 21), the Christic model, and 
- typos, (II Thess., 3, 9), the model offered by the Apostles. 

Hypogrammos suggests the eternal presence of the divine gift in developing the 
Christian type of the martyr and saint, endowed with the virtues of patience, 
humbleness, forgiveness, wisdom, and joy. The vocation of the redeeming 
sacrifice, expressed by the martyric act, as moment of belief testing, expresses the 
hope into the personal and collective redemption. The martyric act is a redeeming 
act - antilytron (I Tim. 2, 5), liberation; it is the antidote, the remedy of the sin. 
Antilytron expresses the liberation from the sin by christen suffering (Cîteia 2000-
2001: 525-534). 
 Into the House of Islam the martyrdom (şehid) was a fundamental aspect of 
the doctrine of djihad, a modality of gaining the divine reward by participating to 
the djihad or gâza. According to the Koran (II, 154; III, 157), a martyr is the one 
killed by the ways of Allah. In the Hanbalite perception (9th century), martyrs are 
also civilians killed by robbers or rebels (Panainte 144). 
 The concepts of martys (martyr, confessor) and şehid are profoundly 
different, the fundamental difference of meaning being given by the djihadic 
context of defining the martyrdom in Islam. 
 The martyric act of ruler Constantin Brâncoveanu has in the Islamic 
perspective only the value of katl – expiated punishment. Yet from the Christian 
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perspective it has the profound value of the confessional sacrifice, in line with the 
long tradition, literary and epigraphically attested, the legal basis of which were 
consolidated even since the 3rd century A.D. (Adămuţ 159-161). 
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